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EDITOR SPEECH 
 

 

 

International Conference on Business, technology and Innovation is the 5th international 

interdisciplinary peer reviewed conference which publishes works of the scientists as well as 

practitioners in the area where UBT is active in Education, Research and Development. 

 

The UBT aims to implement an integrated strategy to establish itself as an internationally 

competitive, research-intensive university, committed to the transfer of knowledge and the 

provision of a world-class education to the most talented students from all backgrounds. It is 

delivering different courses in science, management and technology. 

 

This year we celebrate the 15th Years Anniversary. 

 

The main perspective of the conference is to connect the scientists and practitioners from 

different disciplines in the same place and make them be aware of the recent advancements 

in different research fields, and provide them with a unique forum to share their experiences. 

 

It is also the place to support the new academic staff for doing research and publish their 

work in international standard level. 

 

This conference consists of sub conferences in different fields: 

 

- Management, Business and Economics 

- Humanities and Social Sciences (Law, Political Sciences, Media and Communications) 

- Computer Science and Information Systems 

- Mechatronics, Robotics, Energy and Systems Engineering 

- Architecture, Integrated Design, Spatial Planning, Civil Engineering and Infrastructure 

- Life Sciences and Technologies (Health and Food) 

 

This conference is the major scientific event of the University for Business and Technology. 

It is organizing annually and always in cooperation with the partner universities from the 

region and Europe. 

 

In this case as partner universities are: University of Vlora, University of Tirana – Faculty 

of Economics and University of Durres. 

 

As professional partners in this conference are: Kosova Association for Control, Automation 

and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE), Kosova Association forModeling and Simulation 

(KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova Association for Management. 
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This conference is sponsored by EUROSIM - The European Association of Simulation. 

 

We have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors and also the conference organizing team 

making this event a real international scientific event. 

 

This year we have more application and publication than last year. Congratulation! 

Edmond Hajrizi, Chair 

 

University for Business and Technology 
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Abstract. Management Information systems or MIS broadly refers to a Computer system of 

Information that provides manager the tool to organize, Asses and manage efficiently departments 

within an organization. 

Information System Management serves to assist in the more effective and efficient management of 

information. These systems make possible the production and preservation.  

Nowadays the business, institutions and organization use MIS to certain functions or the entire 

organization. Some of the most important applicants are in dimensions or functions such as human 

resources, finance, marketing, manufacturing, asset management etc. 

The primary definition shows that the primary task of management information system (MIS. is to 

process the data of the organization and present them in regular reports in different periods of time 

depending on the specific requirements of the institution or company. 

In this research we have attempted to explore some of most important issues concerning the 

implementation of IS practices in Network Administration. The case study is focused on the 

explanation of the function of Intranet in Higher Education Institutions. The research methods used in 

this research are mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. 

The opportunity to improve the functioning of Intranet in these type institutions may be perceived on 

the better utilizations of resources of the organizations, which in return should lead to more internal 

functional communication. 

In this regard we have analysed the institution resources and we have recommended some 

organisational change in order to achieve more effective and efficient utilization of resources. 

 

Keywords: Information systems, intranet, management, technology, 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

A Management Information System (MIS) is an information system that is intended to be used by the 

higher management of an organization. The MIS generally collects summarized data from different 

departments or subsystems of an organization and presents in a form that is helpful to the management 

for taking better decisions for the organization. 
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On 2007, when for the first time James proposed the goals of intranet, he was explaining it in three 

parts: Content, Communication and Activity.  In 2008, he updates the list and added the section of 

Corporation in the time when the intranet started to have serious development based on statistics that 

were given by pages of Internet. Latest he added the section of culture in that time when social intranet 

become centre of usage into the companies. 

Questions addressed in this research: 

1. How Intranet does it work? 

2. What are the obstacles for Intranet? 

3. What are the benefits of using it? 

The Implementation of Intranet for an institution is more than a technical project as we are showing in 

sections below. 

Well-projected intranet can realize and perform much more processes into a company or an 

organization. The communication between workers could be much easier than it was before.  It could 

be very social or perform more different applications integrated in one. Moreover, when new 

employees get used to work with it they know how to reach each data in a real time effectively without 

losing any information. 

The goal of this research is        and to create one inside website as “one-stop-shop” which perform 

better communication into a organization, institution, faculty etc. 

 

 The methodology of work  

 

Even though there are so many researchers done about application of administration of Information 

systems into domestic organizations and international ones, to arrive in empiric conclusion in this 

research paper is it used comparative method. 

 We used to have some different types of Faculties, which Intranet was performed well and it still using 

with the innovation and latest technology designed.  

Main reason why Intranet is not such popular in administration section in our organizations and so are: 

➢ There is no information detailed about information technology in whole market, 

➢ Unsuitability between employees and new information technology in new development or 

progress into a company 

➢ The high cost of information does not require with the income of companies 

➢ Problems with publishing processes 

 

Analysis and successful utilisation of data sets can find new correlations to business processes, business 

trends and can lead to innovations. 

 

 The improvement of intranet 

 

To work easily latest, the University of Graz has launched a new intranet to collaborate in 

efficiency and research new data into a company. 
Situation: the Graz University its one of the second oldest faculty in Austria it is known university all 

around the world. More over it doesn't have any intranet before in their faculty, so the employee doesn't 

have the information when they needed they used to have hard copy in their hands and share it as a 

linked document by FTB. All the employees have the difficulty in all processes then they thought that 

we need something that our employees will thank us one day. 

Present situation: 
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Changes in technology and business are happening so fast that the world seems in constant chaos. Our 

traditional theories of management and organization seem less and less capable of pointing us to useful 

courses of action.  

Benefits: 
With their new intranet, University of Graz employees now have one central place to share documents 

and expertise. Thanks to SharePoint 2013, our employees can get to information within minutes 

whereas before they might search for days. 

Figure 1 Example of Intranet 

 

 

2. The-State-Of-Art   Of  University Of Sydney From Shutterstock 

 

The key to success was a targeted project plan, a disciplined approach, and excellent stakeholder 

engagement. Over the past decade, a number of universities have attempted to create an intranet, but 

many have failed. 

As a result of a university-wide web strategy, a project was initiated at Sydney University to create the 

first true staff intranet. 

Within a week of the originally planned go-live date, the team delivered: 

• A new staff intranet for all 10,000 staff across the university. 

• A new site structure (information architecture) that was tested extensively with staff. 

• Substantially improved and simplified content, through the use of professional writers. 

• Support for mobile devices, using a responsive web design (RWD) template. 

• Decommissioning of old websites, thereby simplifying the main website for all other users. 

• A launch and engagement plan, including an online interactive tour for new users. 
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 Present progress: 

 

The project team attributes their success to a number of key factors, including: 

• Conducting robust planning at the outset of the project, to develop a clear scope and approach. 

• Ensuring alignment within the team and key stakeholders to a clear overall vision. 

• Reducing the potential size of the project, to target key deliverables that would position the 

intranet for further enhancements after the initial go-live. 

• Segmenting the project into multiple streams that could operate in parallel. 

• Breaking down the activities into independent ‘segments’ that could be adjusted or rescheduled, 

giving the project much-needed flexibility. 

• Proactively and extensively engaging stakeholders across the university, building support for 

the approach and outcomes. 

• Following a best-practice UX methodology that used task-based testing with staff to ensure that 

the new site would be usable and valuable. 

 

Evaluating the role and effectiveness of an intranet in facilitating knowledge management: a case study 

at Surrey Country Council- UK 

 

The research study discussed here examined the role and effectiveness of intranet technology in the 

process of creating and managing knowledge for the Social Services Department of Surrey County 

Council, which is one of the largest local authorities in the UK. Based on an analysis of the literature 

in the field, we devised an intranet evaluation model (IEM) using both technical (hard) and human 

(soft) factors. It made use of an epistemological framework to elicit user mental models from across an 

organisation via a survey. 

The model was able to identify gaps, mismatches and failings in the knowledge management efforts. 

These were summarised in an easily understandable diagrammatic form, using knowledge evaluation 

maps; these showed the gap between the current and desired intranet roles for the different user groups 

within the council. 

The paper concludes by demonstrating how factors, such as the different mental models of the user 

groups can determine the effectiveness (or otherwise) of an intranet in managing organisational 

knowledge. It also contains recommendations of services that need attention in the council operations 

and suggests how the IEM could be used as a consulting tool for organisations seeking to evaluate their 

own knowledge management work on a continuous basis. 

 

 

3. The implementation of intranet 

 

The needs on search on intranet are huge. It is estimated that intranets at enterprises have tens or even 

hundreds of times larger data collections (both structured and unstructured) than Internet. In addition 

with implementation of Share Point as online platform intranet can be used by all staff. 

The most preferred and user friendly tool for online collaborating is SharePoint.  Gatewood (2009) 

states that, “Microsoft SharePoint is becoming ubiquitous” (p.33), and he predicts that SharePoint will 

become part of every company.  
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SharePoint enables online storage of documents, through document libraries, (Setser, 2012) and project 

team members and project managers save time when they search for information (Bates and Smith, 

2010; Skenderi, 2013).   

Figure 1 shows an example of a SharePoint team site, where each team has its own site where 

documents, issues and tasks can be read and updated by project team members. 

Figure 2 Example of SharePoint Team Site 

 
Doane (2010) in his research concludedes that companies are paying 16,990 USD per year for one 

worker’s time spent searching for information, and with proper implementation of SharePoint this cost 

could be reduced. 

In addition, with SharePoint implementation, project managers will have more time to focus on project 

issues, rather than communicating with project team members, since according to  Piyush, Dangayach, 

and Mittal, (2011), “about 88% of project managers spend more than half of their working time 

interacting with others” (p.50).  Moreover, SharePoint offers the possibility for online approval of 

documents and requests.  Examples of approval and rejection are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3, Approve / Reject Dialog Window in SharePoint 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

In conclusion, intranet technology is a complex tool kit of innovative ideas that must be custom-

designed for each organization, institution or a company. This research paper presents the findings 

from few different intranet-using faculties, with the aim of exposing some of the issues being 

confronted across different faculties or institution around the world.  

These reviews also show that even within seemingly similar organisations, the intranet issues can be 

quite different. 

This highlights that there is no ‘one size fits all’ intranet solution, and emphasises the value of 

conducting meaningful ‘needs analysis’ activities, such as those outlined in this article. 

Technological innovation has altered project management as a business discipline and the role of the 

IT department in an organization.  Based on the findings from the actual research, it is concluded that 

IT is taking a leading role in business organizations.  This happens as business units don’t have the 

skills to use the latest technology and don’t know which kind of services to request from the IT 

department.  Based on these findings, it is also recommended that further research be undertaken 

regarding the role of IT departments in the current business environment and thus to identify whether 

the IT department is shifting from a support unit into a business strategic unit.  
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Abstract. Identified as the tendency of IT, Big Data gained global attention. Advances in data analytics 

are changing the way businesses compete, enabling them to make faster and better decisions based on 

real-time analysis. Big Data introduces a new set of challenges. Three characteristics define Big Data: 

volume, variety, and velocity. Big Data requires tools and methods that can be applied to analyze and 

extract patterns from large-scale data. Companies generate enormous volumes of poly-structured data 

from Web, social network posts, sensors, mobile devices, emails, and many other sources. Companies 

need a cost-effective, massively scalable solution for capturing, storing, and analyzing this data. They 

also need to be able to integrate their Big Data into their real-time analytics environment to maximize 

business value. Big Data was seen as a mean to manage and to reduce the costs of data management. 

In this paper we discuss definition, characteristics, challenges, and techniques for analyzing Big Data 

and the importance of Big Data.  The main importance of Big Data consists in the potential to improve 

efficiency in the context of use a large volume of data, of different type. Big Data enables companies 

to create new products and services, and invent entirely new business models.  A case study will be 

present to demonstrate the potential of Big Data Analytics: Oracle Application in Social Insurance. We 

conclude this paper that through better analysis of the large volumes of data that are becoming 

available, there is the potential for making faster advances in many scientific disciplines and improving 

the profitability and success of many enterprises. 

 

Keywords: Big Data, Data Analytics, Challenges, Techniques, Oracle 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Big data is a new power that bring new data types and storage mechanisms. Big Data solutions are 

ideal for analyzing raw structured data, also semi structured and unstructured data from a wide variety 

of sources. Big Data platform gives the opportunity to extract insight from an immense volume, variety, 

and velocity of data, in context, beyond what was previously possible. Three characteristics define Big 

Data: volume, variety, and velocity. Big Data generally refers to data that exceeds the typical storage, 

processing, and computing capacity of conventional databases and data analysis techniques. As a 

resource, Big Data requires tools and methods that can be applied to analyze and extract patterns from 

large-scale data. The rise of Big Data has been caused by increased data storage capabilities, increased 

computational processing power, and availability of increased volumes of data, which give 

organization more data than they have computing resources and technologies to process. This paper 

begins by describing Big Data definition, characteristics and challenges. In section 3 we discusses 
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techniques for analyzing Big Data. Section 4 discuses the importance of  Big Data. In section 5 we 

present a case study: Oracle Application in Social Insurance. Finally, the paper presents some 

conclusions. 

 

 

2. Big Data Definition, Characteristics and Challenges 

 

Big Data is currently defined using three data characteristics: volume, variety and velocity. It means 

that some point in time, when the volume, variety and velocity of the data are increased, the current 

techniques and technologies may not be able to handle storage and processing of the data. At that point 

the data is defined as Big Data. In the Big Data research, the term Big Data Analytics is defined as the 

process of analyzing and understanding the characteristics of massive size datasets by extracting useful 

geometric and statistical patterns. Big Data describes innovative techniques and technologies to 

capture, store, distribute, manage and analyze megabyte or larger sized datasets with high-velocity and 

diverse structures that conventional data management methods are incapable of handling.  

Fig. 1. Four characteristics of Big Data: volume, variety, velocity and veracity. 

 

Characteristics  

 

The first characteristic of Big Data, which is “Volume”, refers to the quantity of data that is being 

manipulated and analyzed in order to obtain the desired results. “Velocity” is all about the speed that 

data travels from point A, which can be an end user interface or a server, to point B, which can have 

the same characteristics as point A is described. “Variety” is the third characteristic of Big Data. It 

represents the type of data that is stored, analyzed and used. The type of data stored and analyzed varies 

and it can consist of location coordinates, video files, data sent from browsers, simulations etc. 

“Veracity” is the fourth characteristic of Big Data and came from the idea that the possible consistency 

of data is good enough for Big Data as is shown in figure 1. Current technologies software technologies 

try to overcome the challenges that “V’s” raises. 

 

Challenges 

 

This section discusses the most salient of the challenges. 
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Privacy is the most sensitive issue, with conceptual, legal, and technological implications. The costs of 

a data privacy breach can be enormous. Privacy is an overarching concern that has a wide range of 

implications for anyone wishing to explore the use of Big Data for development.  

Access and Sharing. Sharing the information proves to be one of the most valuable characteristics of 

development. Every person and company has at their disposal large amount of information that can use 

it to serve their purposes. Everything is available only if everyone shares it. Regarding persons, there 

is a difference between what is personal and what can be made public. 

Working with new data sources brings about a number of analytical challenges. The relevance and 

severity of those challenges will vary depending on the type of analysis being conducted, and on the 

type of decisions that the data might eventually inform.  

A new class of business software applications has emerged whereby company data is managed and 

stored in data centers around the globe. While these solutions range from ERP, CRM, Document 

Management, Data Warehouses and Business Intelligence to many others, the common issue remains 

the safe keeping and management of confidential company data. By storing data on cloud systems is 

more convenient for companies in terms of cost. 

Also, a cloud system is not only characterized by storage space, but as well for the speed of processing 

requested operations. The data security still remains a contentious issue in this case. These solutions 

often offer companies tremendous flexibility and cost savings opportunities compared to more 

traditional on premise solutions but it raises a new dimension related to data security and the overall 

management of an enterprise’s Big Data paradigm.  

Since big data will lose its value to current decision-making over time, and since it is voluminous and 

varied in content and structure, it is necessary to utilize new tools, technologies, and methods to archive 

and delete big data, without sacrificing the effectiveness of using your big data for current business 

needs.  

 

 

3. Techniques for Analyzing Big Data 

 

Big data analysis involves making “sense” out of large volumes of varied data that in its raw form lacks 

a data model to define what each element means in the context of the others.   

It is a daunting task in most industries and companies that deal with big data just to understand the data 

that is available to be used, determining the best use of that data based on the companies’ industry, 

strategy, and tactics. Also, these types of analyses need to be performed on an ongoing basis as the data 

landscape changes at an ever-increasing rate, and as executives develop more and more of an appetite 

for analytics based on all available information.  

A common implementation that handles Big Data is MapReduce, presented in figure 2. MapReduce 

consists of two things: mapping and reducing. This is a technique that programmers use when they are 

confronted with large amount of data. By mapping a certain dataset is restructured into a different set 

of values. Reducing is a process that takes several “mapped” outputs and forms a smaller set of tuples. 
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Fig. 2. MapReduce 

 

 

4. Importance of Big Data 

 

When big data is effectively and efficiently captured, processed, and analyzed, companies are able to 

gain a more complete understanding of their business, customers, products, competitors which can lead 

to efficiency improvements, increased sales, lower costs, better customer service, and/or improved 

products and services. The main importance of Big Data consists in the potential to improve efficiency 

in the context of use a large volume of data, of different type. Big data is widely seen as essential for 

the success of the design optimization of complex systems. Big Data can be used effectively in the 

following areas:  

In information technology in order to improve security and troubleshooting by analyzing the patterns 

in the existing logs.  

In customer service by using information from call centers in order to get the customer pattern and thus 

enhance customer satisfaction by customizing services.  

In improving services and products through the use of social media content. By knowing the potential 

customers preferences the company can modify its product in order to address a larger area of people. 

In the detection of fraud in the online transactions for any industry.  

In risk assessment by analyzing information from the transactions on the financial market. 
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5. Case Study: Oracle Application in Social Insurance. 

 

Oracle comes with a complete system solution for companies. 

It starts from the basic ideas of Big Data sources, which can be traditional data generated by ERP 

systems, sensor data and social data, defined by the feedback that the company receives from 

customers.  
Oracle consists of Hardware and Software from Oracle Corporation designed to integrate structured 

data and unstructured. This integration includes the registration of data from different sources that 

generate massive volumes of data. Also incorporated are different technologies to collect and analyze 

these data. A typical example is the use of this application in Social Security. The goal is to collect as 

much data regarding the files of pensioners. Registration of a folder starts from the registration of its 

request in ALSSH. It serves as the initial source of information from the national register of citizens 

who called upon the data of a person and his generalities, using its identification number. Another 

source of information are the years of work of a person who is taken from the archive of job years. 

Other sources of information are all the documents submitted by the person who made the referral, 

where the documents are scanned. Once registered applications and all documentation necessary for a 

person all along adopted through a user confirmation and had to pass benefits specialist who accepts 

them and made relevant calculations of the amount of pension in relation to claims made. Once the 

calculations are made conform the beneficiary satisfies the conditions that made mass confirmation of 

the pension calculation. Meanwhile after confirmation of the amount of pension becomes generation 

(transfer payment). The latter enables online over payment of social insurance in payment centers. Data 

collection consists of data which are provided by the National Register of Citizens, which is connected 

online to the civil state, and the data which are mainly provided by the beneficiaries of retirement. 

Figure 3 shows the view from user accounts that make registration of records in this application. 

Fig. 3. Online user registration 
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Conclusions 

 

Big Data concept and the technologies associated in order to understand better the multiple benefices 

of this new concept ant technology.  Big data has to do with volume as well as the speed of data storage. 

Since we are dealing with a transaction that efficiency leads to improvements in our services offering 

significant advantages. Big data allows organizations to create highly specific segmentations and to 

tailor products and services precisely to meet those needs.  Big data enables companies to create new 

products and services, enhance existing ones, and invent entirely new business models. 
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Abstract. This Research addresses topics concerned with the enterprise models and information 

systems. The research is divided into two parts, in the first part is conducted the examination of business 

information systems in general, while in the second part the main factors of business networking are 

investigated. 

The existing operational business practices and Information Technology infrastructure are not 

sufficiently used of efficiently sustain the effective business networking. A methodical analysis of the 

operational systems is performed in order to cover the main elements of the Infoamtion Systems and 

their utilisation for business needs.  The implementation of a most important information business 

systems requires technology, knowledge and proper environment. The research shows how different 

companies cope with the utilisation of Business Information Systems In all these case studies, the 

implementation of information systems requires learning how technology works, how to transfer the 

knowledge from partnerships needed to support the research, the participation in the data base of supply 

network and to support the Supply Chain Management (SCM) and Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) models.  Although, there were problems during the implementation of IS Models, these have 

being resolved using various approaches. 

The discussion in this research further is oriented towards the planning of resources in enterprises, 

including key components in this context. An effective incorporation of IS models includes all 

processes such as: Operations, Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Human Resources, SCM, and CRM. 

The results of this research explain the function of IS models in the framework of integration of SCM 

and CRM by emphasising the improvement of business network.  This research utilises descriptive 

analysis and comparative technique of observed issues from the studied topic. The results are focused 

on clarification of the relationship having limited practical approach. 

 

Keywords: Business networking, Information systems, SCM, CRM, integration. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a broadly used industry tool aimed at facilitating the flow of 

information in order to make business decisions based on processed data. The decisions driven by data 

can be backed up and confirmed.  

It can be assumed that approaches based on processed data are gaining attractiveness within the 

enterprise as the quantity of accessible data increases exponentially with market densities. 
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In this regard an abundant ERP software sets are constructed which are intended to identify, to collect 

and organize data from various structures of an organisation.  Those date sets are designed to provide 

management with insight into business metrics which can be used to evaluate factors that are crucial to 

the success of an organization, e.g. costumer relationship metrics and supplier relationship metrics.   

The main objective of this research is to conduct a descriptive analysis of main issues concerned with 

ERP. This objective is supposed to be achieved through analytical approach of most important factors 

for the implementation of ERP system in the organisations.  

Questions addressed in this research: 

1. How ERP has been implemented? 

2. What are the obstacles for ERP system implementation? 

3. How can ERP systems be integrated with CRM and SCM? 

The ERP Implementation cases are used to identify the factors affecting the failure of ERP systems, 

and the key success factors in the cases of successful ERP system implementations. 

The results are used to construct the conclusions and the recommendations for organisations which are 

potentially aiming at ERP implementation. 

 

 The methodology 

 

The main goal of ERP implantation is to answer the question how to extract value from data? 

The main assumption of this research  

ERP Implementation is about business solution design which could be implemented through integration 

of change management, business strategy and business performance. 

For successful implementation of any ERP a health organisation structure supported by strong IT team 

and equipment is required.  

Analysis and successful utilisation of data sets can find new correlations to business processes, business 

trends and can lead to innovations. 

 

 

2.  ERP Implementation factors 

 

An ERP system is defined as a representation of a fully integrated business management system 

covering functional parts of an enterprise like Operations, Logistics, Production, Finance, Accounting 

and Human Resources. The ERP system supports the business process by integrating the information 

systems and by enabling smooth and continuous flow of information across functional levels and 

departmental partitions of organisation (Leon, 2008). 

ERP help to automate business processes and functions by enabling the organisation to operate as a 

single entity by having clear view on resources (Leon, 2008). 

Organizations are under continuous strain from customers, shareholders, and suppliers to take actions 

towards more effective design, planning and continues improvement of products and services. The 

organisations are becoming more dynamic and more competitive.  Competing in a dynamic business 

environment and meeting new challenges requires speed and flexibility (Addo-Tenkorang and Helo, 

2011).  

Change management is becoming a complex issue considering that organisations need to make fast 

decisions in order to follow the trends.  There are various changes in business process and they can 

stream beginning from shift in customer demands and supplier conditions, getting to the functioning 
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and modifications of business model or business process, business network configuration, integration, 

and ending by implementation of standards and regulations. Organizations need to optimise the 

operations and processes in order to improve their productivity effectively and efficiently. In this 

regard, the utilisation of extended information systems is critical to their existence.  

Figure 1: Factors determining the successful integration of ERP Systems 

 

7 ERP Factors: 

1. Business Operations/Process 

2. Strategy 

3. Performance 

4. Business Network System 

5. Organisational Structure 

6. IT 

7. Innovation 
  

ERP  

Solution Design 

Change Management 

Business Operations/Process 
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Organisational Structure 
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Innovation 
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Table 1: ERP Implementation failure reports 

ERP failures reports Reasons 

Panorama Consulting, 2014 Change management 

Twenty percent (20%) of respondents quoted change 

management issues like training, resistance to change, process 

redesign as an overwhelming reason for implementation failure. 

Gartner , 2011 Under-investment in Organisational Change Management 

Gartner survey found that companies under-invest in 

organizational change management. Companies allocate, on 

average, only 5% of the overall system implementation budget to 

the change management effort 

Cadbury1 (Scribd., 2010) Inefficiencies down the supply chain 

ERP lmplementation Failure at 

Hershey Foods Corporation 

(ICFAI Center for 

management Research, 

(2008). 

Big Bang approach to ERP implementation instead of Phased 

approach 

In this approach, the software modules was to be implemented at 

one single phase. Manugistics2 and Siebel3 where software 

vendors. 

 

Problems raised at Hershey: order fulfilment pertaining, processing and shipping disorders, incomplete 

deliveries, delayed shipments, missing deadlines, disordered supplier and retailer balance, loss of 

precious shelf pace, disorder of costumer relationship, late sending the consignements, the inventory 

levels increase (ICFAI Center for management Research, 2008). 

Analytics identified that the problem had happened due to a number of informal constructions within 

the company. SAP R/3 ERP implementation requirements included the need to add all the data relating 

to the location of the inventory and its specifics. Because of ERP implementation overrun Hershey 

decided to place products wherever the space was available in order fulfil the increased demand. Those 

locations where not identified by the new SAP and they were not taken into account. The created 

circumstance caused inventory increase in one side, and delay in shipments at another way (ICFAI 

Center for management Research, 2008). The main reason for the failure was the deficiency in 

communication and coordination between the technical-functional workers implementing the system 

and the people involved in operations functions, who did not update the SAP with data concerned with 

the informal storage of goods.  

During the ERP implementation crises numerous orders remained unfulfilled by Hershey. Hershey's 

failure to implement the ERP software on time costed the company US$ 150 million in sales. There 

was a profit drop by 19% for the third quarter 1999, and by l2% decline in sales. In its 1999 annual 

report, Hershey stated, “The reduction in shipments resulted primarily from difficulties in order 

fulfilment (customer service, warehousing, and shipping) encountered since the start-up of a new 

integrated information system and new business processes during the third quarter of 1999” . Hershey 

confirmed that the problem was with getting the customer orders into the system and transmitting them 

to the warehouses   (Hershey Food Corporation, 1999).  

                                                                 
1 Cadbury has implemented new ERP oriented on ERP which was very successful 
2 Manugistics would provide software for transport management, production, forecasting 

and scheduling 
3 The software from Siebel was to support Hershey in managing customer 

relations and in tracking the effectiveness of the company's marketing through a pricing 

promotions module 
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It was estimated that during the third and fourth quarter of 1999, Hershey lost about 0.50% market 

share (ICFAI Center for management Research, 2008). 

Hershey recovered from losses in 2002.  

 

Table 2: Financial performance of Hershey Food Coorporation in 1999, 2000, and in 2001, 2002, and 

2014. 

Adapted from: Hershey Food Corporation (2001, 2002, 2015) 

Metric 1999 2000 2001 2002 2014 

Net Income  

million $ 

$ 460,310 $ 334,543     $ 207,156    $ 403,578 $ 846,912 

 

 
Figure 2: The impact of ERP implementation failure on financial performance 

Adapted from: Hershey Food Corporation (2001, 2002, 2015) 
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3. ERP Integration within SCM and CRM 

 

ERP and CRM Integration  

Businesses need ERP and CRM applications when they start to have troubles on keeping the customers 

satisfaction with their services, when they do not have exact figures of inventory on the warehouse etc.  

The integration of ERP and CRM to the companies, can provide real time mobile access to data. ERP 

and CRM jointly may create an interconnection to the e-commerce features by linking the ERP 

application with customer support to CRM. From the side of the company, the integration of ERP and 

CRM may provide the synchronization of the product catalogues from the ERP to CRM, which can 

shorten the time that clients can have access to the new products. 

With other words, the integration of ERP and CRM will provide a helicopter view of organizational 

profitability. Sales and Marketing departments will no longer be waiting for the orders and requests by 

customers but they will be working hard to predict the costumer’s requirements. As a result of the 

integration, you will have the opportunity of clarifying the factors that may effect on your supply chain, 

and as well manage the inventory and lead time. 

ERP and CRM Integration  

Businesses need ERP and CRM applications when they start to have troubles on keeping the customers 

satisfaction with their services, when they do not have exact figures of inventory on the warehouse etc.  

The integration of ERP and CRM to the companies, can provide real time mobile access to data. ERP 

and CRM jointly may create an interconnection to the e-commerce features by linking the ERP 

application with customer support to CRM. From the side of the company, the integration of ERP and 

CRM may provide the synchronization of the product catalogs from the ERP to CRM, which can 

shorten the time that clients can have access to the new products. 

With other words, the integration of ERP and CRM will provide a helicopter view of organizational 

profitability. Sales and Marketing departments will no longer be waiting for the orders and requests by 

customers but they will be working hard to predict the costumer’s requirements. As a result of the 

integration, you will have the opportunity of clarifying the factors that may effect on your supply chain, 

and as well manage the inventory and lead time. 
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Abstract. We are used to the traditional methods of teaching mathematics. The textbook, the 

blackboard and a chalk have been for centuries a wonderful part of teaching. And, they always will be. 

Traditional teaching methods of mathematics are a wonderful legacy of our educational system that 

have educated generations of teachers, engineers, administrators, managers, leaders, and economists. 

American universities websites, the video- lectures of the best professors of well-known disciplines 

such as statistics, operational research, number theory, algebra, game theory, show impressing large 

blackboards, all over the auditor's walls. We always will need and admire traditional mathematics. But, 

beyond the lessons, especially in applied disciplines, students need to learn the software created for 

discipline applications. Making IT students to learn and, more important, to create applications and 

programs following the theoretical lessons is a useful way to help them understand better the theoretical 

knowledge.  Similarly, other “theoretical” math disciplines such as number theory, game theory, 

geometry can be used to. The idea of making a group of IT students and the professor to create a 

package of applications for the math courses is a very useful process to a more advanced stage of 

teaching. 

 

Keywords: education, tradition, technology, mathematics, programming. 

 

 

1. Introduction: 

 

The information nowadays grows exponentially. School and university programs can't change so 

quickly. It is easier to learn from the internet or another media, than from the school. New technologies 

give us the information in such way, which is more attractive for the students. On the other hand, the 

school offers traditional methods in providing knowledge. They seem to be boring, difficulties, etc. 

The problem is: can we use the new technologies to increase the interest of the students about the 

scientific subjects? How can we include the students in the process of the teaching? How can we make 

them to feel better and more appreciated?  We can use the computer in the electrical, electronic `s field 

in two general directions: computer languages or software packages. However, we can apply one of 

them, to do the analyses of an electrical circuit. For example, program languages like C++, C#, Java, 

or one of the software packages like PSpice, Multisim, MatLAB etc. For instant, if we want to explain 

mailto:robertko60@yahoo.com
mailto:teutamatematika@hotmail.com
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the solution of the differential equation second- order, which describes a circuit containing storing 

elements on it, we applied program language C++, C#, and Mat LAB.  Everything was prepared by the 

students.   This makes the student to learn more in the same time increase the reliability in work, self-

confidence etc. On the other hand the analyses of the phenomena performed better and faster. 

 

 

2. Solving Differential equations second-order. 

 

The respond of a linear electrical circuit, which containing two storage elements, is described by 

differential equation second -order.  Typical circuits are RLC circuits, (Resistor, Inductor and 

Capacitor).  If we want to obtain the differential equation for a circuit than we can apply, Kirkoff`s 

Law. We determine the response 𝑥(𝑡) (which may be voltage or current) by taking the following steps. 

1. We first determine the initial conditions 𝑥(0) and 𝑥`(0) 

2. We find the natural response 𝑥𝑛(𝑡) by turning off independent sources, this means the right side of 

the equation becomes zero. 

3. We determine its characteristic roots.  

4. Depending on whether the response is over damped, critically damped, or under damped, we obtain 

𝑥𝑛(𝑡) with two unknown constants. 

5. We finally determine the constants associated with the natural response by imposing the initial 

conditions 𝑥(0) and 𝑥`(0), determined in step 1. 

The differential equation second –order is given by expression: 

𝑎
𝑑2𝑥𝑐

𝑑𝑡2
+ 𝑏

𝑑𝑥𝑐

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑐𝑥𝑐 = 𝑓(𝑡)                                                                   (1) 

We substitute d/dt =𝛼, then we have: 𝑎𝛼2+b𝛼 +c= 𝑓(𝑡)                       (2)                       

If 𝑓(𝑡) = 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝛼2+b𝛼 +c= 0, it is called characteristic equation for the circuit; 

 𝑎𝛼2+b𝛼 +c=0                                                                                       (3)  

The roots of the equation𝛼1,𝛼2, determine the behavior of the circuit. These roots are nominated as 

natural frequency of the circuit.  

There are three cases:  

a. 𝐷 > 0, we have two different roots 𝛼1,𝛼2 .  

The solution is: 𝑥𝑛(𝑡)=A1e𝛼1𝑡+A2e𝛼2𝑡    over damped. 

b. 𝐷 = 0, we have two roots, which are the same 𝑎1 = 𝑎2 = 𝑎.  

The solution is:  𝑥𝑛(𝑡)=(A1+A2𝑡)e𝛼𝑡    critically damped. 

c. 𝐷 < 0, we have two complex roots,   𝛼 = 𝛿 ± 𝑗𝜔 

The solution is     xn(𝑡)=𝑒𝛿𝑡(A1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡+A2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡)     underdamped. The sign of 𝐷 is 

depended from the value of coefficients 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐.   

The steps to solve the equation: 

Let have 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑥𝑐(0), 𝑥′𝑐(0); 

1. We calculate  𝐷 = 𝑏^2 − 4 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝑐 

2. We calculate the roots 𝛼1,𝛼2 

3. For D>0, we have 𝛼1   ≠ 𝛼2,        xc(𝑡)=A1e𝛼1𝑡+A2e𝛼2𝑡 

4. For D=0, we have 𝛼1   = 𝛼2,         xc(𝑡)=(A1+A2𝑡)e𝛼 𝑡 

5. For D<0, we have    𝛼 = 𝛿 ± 𝑗𝜔xc(𝑡)=𝑒𝛿𝑡(A1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡+A2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡) 

6. We calculate the coefficients  A1,A2. 
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For 𝑡 = 0 we have: xn(0) = A1+A2   and 𝑥′𝑛(0) =  𝛼1𝐴1 + 𝛼2A2,   𝐷 > 0,  

 

3. Programming with C++ language. 

 

ï»¿#include <iostream> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <limits> 

using namespace std; 

namespace { 

 unsignedconst e = 2.7182818284590452353602874713527; 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

 std::numeric_limits<double>::quiet_NaN(); 

 

 // inputet 

 double a, b, c, x1, x2; 

 cout<< "Jepvariablin A: "; 

 cin>> a; 

 cout<< "Jepvariablin B: "; 

 cin>> b; 

 cout<< "Jepvariablin C: "; 

 cin>> c; 

 cout<< "Jepvariablin X(0): "; 

 cin>> x1; 

 cout<< "Jepvariablin X'(0): "; 

 cin>> x2; 

 cout<< "\n"; 

 

Programming with  C#  language 

 

using System; 

using System.Windows.Forms; 

using OxyPlot; 

using OxyPlot.Series; 

using System.IO; 

using OxyPlot.WindowsForms; 

 

namespaceElektronikeEk 

{ 

publicpartialclassForm1 :Form 

    { 

publicconstdouble e = 2.7182818284590452353602874713527; 

 

public Form1() 
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        { 

InitializeComponent(); 

        } 

 

privatevoidTextBox_KeyPress(object sender, KeyPressEventArgs e) 

        { 

errorProvider1.Clear(); 

TextBox txt = (TextBox)sender; 

// allows 0-9, backspace, and decimal 

if(!char.IsControl(e.KeyChar) && (!char.IsDigit(e.KeyChar)) && (e.KeyChar != '.') && (e.KeyChar 

!= '-')) 

            { 

errorProvider1.SetError(txt, "Only numeric characters allowed."); 

e.Handled = true; 

return; 

            } 

 

if (e.KeyChar == '-'& !((sender asTextBox).SelectionStart == 0) && (sender 

asTextBox).Text.Contains("-")) 

            { 

errorProvider1.SetError(txt, @"Minus only allowed at the begining."); 

e.Handled = true; 

            } 

 

// checks to make sure only 1 decimal is allowed 

if (e.KeyChar == 46) 

            { 

if (e.KeyChar == '.'&& (sender asTextBox).Text.IndexOf('.') > -1) 

                { 

errorProvider1.SetError((sender asTextBox), "Only one decimal point allowed."); 

e.Handled = true; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

// Plot the Graph 
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Figure 1. Plots of the solution of diff. eq. sec.-order.  

Over damped, critically damped, underdamped. 

 

 

4. Number Theory and Programming. 

 

Number theory has a lot of interesting theories and proofs to work for. The figures show the calculation 

result of some programming such as; 

1. Verify if number is prime or composite,  

2. Find the prime numbers up to a given number, 

3. Find Mersenne numbers, verify if they are prime or not,  

4. Generate Pythagorian triples,  

5. Generate twin primes, 

6. Find LCM and GCD, etc.  

7. Find all the divisors of a given number, 

8. Find two numbers when you have their LCM and GCD, etc. 

 

 Triple Pythagorean Numbers. 

 

A "Pythagorean Triple" is a set of positive integers 𝒂,  𝒃, 𝒄 that fits the rule: 𝒂𝟐 + 𝒃𝟐 = 𝒄𝟐. 
There are an infinite such numbers. We can prove this with the help of the first Pythagorean Triple (3, 

4, and 5), because the triples of forms 3𝑛, 4𝑛, 5𝑛 are also a set of Pythagorean Triple. This is true 

because:  (3𝑛)2 +  (4𝑛)2 =  (5𝑛)2. 
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Figure. 2. Triple Pythagoreans numbers, generated by the program Just Basic. 

 

 The Fibonacci sequence; 

 

The formula to generate the Fibonacci sequence is 𝐹𝑛 = 𝐹𝑛−1 + 𝐹𝑛−2, where; 

𝐹𝑛 − is the term number "𝑛", 

𝐹𝑛−1 − is the term number "𝑛 − 1", 

𝐹𝑛−2 − is the term number "𝑛 − 2", 

 
The first 20 Fibonacci numbers are;  

 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89, 144,233,377,610,987,1597,2594,4181,6765, … 

 

 Mersenne numbers; 

 

The Mersenne numbers are of form; 𝑀𝑛 = 2𝑛 − 1,  for some integer n.As of January 2016, 49 

Mersenne primes are known. The largest known prime number 274 207 281 -1 is a Mersenne prime.  
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Figure 3. Fibonacci Numbers, generated by the program Just Basic. 

 

 

Conclusions: 

 

Students, working in groups, prepared the material, in C++, C#, Just Basic, the other calculated 

formulas in Mat LAB. Teacher and students discussed together and they observed that: 

1. It is made clearer the effect of the value of a, b, c coefficient and the initial conditions 

𝑥(0), 𝑥`(0) to the solution of differential equation second –order. This solution represents the 

natural respond of a circuit containing storage elements. The values of coefficients a, b, c, are 

depended on circuit parameters R, L, C and how they are connected.  

2. The students’ interest is increased,   

3. Other students  motivation is greater,  

4. They can use better computer methods,  

5. They can compare the computer methods, 

6. They will be able to choose the computer method, etc.  

7. Number theory problems and proofs become more interesting and attractive by programming, 

working with students.  

8. Programming will always will be used to work with unsolved problems in number theory, such 

as; finding the largest prime number, finding the largest Mersenne number, etc.   
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Abstract. Cloud services offer many benefits from information and communication technology that 

to be credible must first be secured. To use the potential of cloud computing, data is transferred, 

processed and stored in the infrastructures of these service providers. This indicates that the owners 

of data, particularly enterprises, have puzzled when storing their data is done outside the scope of their 

control. 

 
Research conducted on this topic show how this should be addressed unequivocally. The provided 

information on the organization of cloud computing models, services and standards, with a focus on 

security aspects in protecting enterprise data where emphasis shows how data access is treated with 

reliability from providers of these services. 

 
The topic turns to key security issues that companies should consider when they select the cloud 

service provider. Case studies from this research gives the fulfillment of these key security points 

from the providers of these services. 

 

Keywords: AWS, EC2, IaaS, IEEE, ISO, NIST, PaaS, SaaS, SAS, SLA, SSL, TLS 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Cloud computing is a summary term for a group of techniques of advanced information technology. 

This grouping or technological development has changed the way information technology services are 

offered, accessed and paid. Some of the technology supporting these services are used long ago, but 

the combination of some of the most developed have enabled a completely new way of using IT. 

 

The definition of cloud computing is something that is still being developed. According  to  the  US  

National  Institute  of  Standards  and  Technology  (NIST) definition of cloud computing is [1]: 

 

Cloud computing is a model that enables adaptability and access as needed in a group to share 

computer resources (eg computer networks, servers, landfill applications and other services) with 

which easily equip or released with minimal management or labor intervention service providers. 

 
Like the majority of all new technologies, the development of which focus only on their functioning, 

as well as cloud computing, first the momentum of its development has the functionality and variety 
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of services offered by raising many questions on security aspects and control of these services. This 

indicates that users who tend the selection of providers of these services, consider the reliability in 

storing their data before to take them to the cloud. 

 
There is a lack of knowledge on how to treat cloud computing in general reliability in storage, 

processing and transmission of data at the premises of companies that offer cloud services. 

 

The purpose of this topic is to provide key security points which clarify the credibility of enterprises in 

storing their data in the cloud. This makes eased doubts or suspicions regarding the use of cloud 

computing by individuals or/and enterprises. 

 

 Operation and services to cloud computing 

 

One of the terms that most often occurs in cloud infrastructure is the term "virtual" ie "virtualization". 

This term is used because in the infrastructure you can not physically access the device which are used 

as these devices and complete infrastructure are raised on platforms of programs that manage the 

hardware resources such as those of producers VMvare, Microsoft Hyper- V or Citrix offering from a 

physical unit some virtual services, platforms or infrastructure as virtualized, where the dealing in use 

by individuals or companies in the form of services for a fee which is usually calculated based on the 

time for which are used virtual devices or services. For this reason, often cloud computing is defined 

as service on "pay-as exploits" (Pay as you go).One form of these services are those called Web 

services which are found as the origin in the development of technology. These are based on cloud 

infrastructure, but the cost of their development and possession has been and remains up taking too 

long to implement   despite   the   cloud   computing   which   change   completely   this   by 

incorporating virtualization technology that enables physical infrastructure to be used better and with 

much lower cost compared to the old way of these engineering services. Thus, according to NIST's 

(National Institute of Standards and Technology) all  cloud  services  are  categorized  according  to  

what  is  offered  in  three  main categories, which are: infrastructure, platform and software. 

 

 Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 

 

Often individuals or enterprises must buy infrastructure which are not used frequently and 

have to spend thousands of euros to get the service they need, while companies offering 

cloud services is able to significantly reduce these costs by offering virtual infrastructure 

against a temporary acquisition or by use where the payment would be calculated  on  the  

basis  of  the  hardware  resource  utilization; use  time  based  on processors, memory, 

network dumps or use courier. The service provider in this case provides a virtual basic 

platform with a limited number of standard services such as storage, categorization, security 

and management of virtual appliances. Enterprises that use this kind of offer, can build 

infrastructures which provide services of high quality and expensive infrastructure of 

information technology towards a low price thanks to the cloud computing service, 

infrastructure as a service respectively. [3] [4] These virtual appliances can be named and 

configured as desired and access to them is done remotely using standard applications used 

for remotely access. They called virtual devices since the buyer does not buy the physical 
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device and does not have it, but it takes a fee for use of the agreed time of use. Some of the 

most popular companies that  provide  infrastructure as  a  service  are:  Amazon  EC2,  

Microsoft Azure, Cloud.com, Rackspace.com and GoGrid. 
 

 Platform as a service (PaaS) 

 

As provided infrastructure as a service, the same can also be provided as a service platform, but in 

this case the buyer or user shall not use the virtual device but gets to use a specific software platform. 

Platform as a service enables the use of different software by reducing the cost of software 

engineering, thus eliminates the need of development and marketing as well as reduce the risk and cost 

of building a software. 

 

So, as a service platform is designed for developers who develop applications and distribute them in 

the same cloud computing environments. This platform also facilitates the work of the developers 

because they have nothing to deal with system upgrades and maintenance. Platform as a service 

enables developers to develop their applications without knowing anything about the infrastructure of 

the system. Examples of this platform are Google and Facebook. Users can use the Google API's to 

develop their applications, while Facebook allows users to write their own applications [3] [4]. 

 

Examples of companies that offer platform as a service are: Google App Engine, Amazon AWS, 

Microsoft Azure, SalesForce, etc. 

 

 Software as a service (SaaS) 

 

The most important service of cloud computing is definitely the software which is known as software 

as a service since it is the part that has to do directly with service users and their applications. This 

has nothing to do with the software through which is offered cloud computing because often this 

confused it, but has to do with the software that created by developers in order to meet the 

requirements of different users, be they client or only user of the computer. Software as a service 

means the software which is based on a code that serves many users. This code aims to preserve the 

authorship of the software and the changes that can be made, but usually an option for users to adapt it 

to their needs. These software are developed and deployed in the cloud by service providers and may 

be accessed via the Internet, ie remote computer networks. The fee is based on the monthly payment 

mode or by use. By use of this service, customers reduce infrastructure maintenance costs for 

information technology like upgrades and software costs. Since these software can be accessed 

remotely, installing them is easy and there is no need to add hardware. Typical examples of such 

software are Webmail and Google Document. 

 

With software as service (SaaS) cloud users subscribe via an application that is enabled by the cloud 

service provider includes the use of the software subscription, support, data storage and other services. 

The service provider is responsible for the management and maintenance of the basic platform and 

applications on which the service  is  provided, so  users  do  not  meet  these  responsibilities. Most  

renowned providers of these services are Google and Microsoft. While examples of software offered  

as  a  service  are:  SalesForce,  Google  Apps,  Microsoft  Office  365  and NetSuite. [4] [5] 

 

 Other types of service (XaaService) 
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It is important to note that services such as IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are three main categories of cloud 

computing services. Other types or as often referred to as everything as a service, to cloud computing 

services providing other means of information technology through it are referred like hybrid cloud 

services and are usually referring to the combination of three major  cloud services. This type 

of service is usually identified as a special service in the cloud and based on this also takes appropriate 

name. [7] Among the best known of this group of cloud computing services are: 

 

DAAS (Database as a Service). - Data base systems provide an interface through which data are 

accessed and managed. When this type of service is offered in the cloud it is also known as base 

data as a service. This type of service is quite usable and  many businesses and  applications based 

finance in  reaching the  use  of this service.[8] 

 
Naas (Network as a  Service). - With the network as a  service from companies offering cloud 

computing services is offered virtualized computer networks [9]. 

 

CAAS (Communication as a Service). - Communication as a service allows customers to use services 

like VoIP, VPN, PBX and unified communication without the cost of investment for setting up, 

hosting and management of related IT infrastructure as this remains the responsibility of providers. 

This includes maintenance for this service [10]. 

 

IPMaaS (Identity and  Policy Management as  a  Service).  -  In  this service, the companies 

offering cloud computing services, provide protection and  security of access to the services 

published on the Internet. Companies that offer this service are over eliminating or at least 

amortization of attacks that can occur in terms of web publications or infrastructure to the IT for their 

clients.[11] 

 

HPCaaS (High Performance Computing as-a-Service). - It is a new service that has been offered as 

a separate service in the cloud to the demands of users for super computers (high performance 

computers).[12] This processing power which can be powered together by millions of computers 

through special software and is offered apportioned to several personal computers used in parallel 

and working as if they were all in one.[7] [8] 

 

 Implementation models to cloud computing 

 

Implementation models to cloud computing are found depending on the needs and requirements of 

users in dealing with the organization of infrastructure and its implementation in the cloud. 

Specifically, the most common models that are found are: 

 

•            Public Cloud 

•            Private Cloud 

•            Hybrid Cloud 
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2. Problem statement 

 

When we talk about security in computer systems, immediately we think about what should 

be safe and who will provide it. An asset has a value implicit or explicit, and the higher this 

value is, the higher should be guaranteed safety. What is new in information technology are 

environments in which data and mechanisms for their protection and which have changed 

significantly compared with traditional ones. In cloud computing environments and data 

protection mechanisms are not under the control directly to the holders thereof. 

 

A generalized approach that classifies assets and computer networks in the field of security, 

defines three main objectives that users should consider when dealing with the preservation 

of their data which are: confidentiality, integrity and availability. The concepts described 

below will be used as reference points for the problem which will be discussed in this paper 

and which therefore has to do with the reliability of data storage in cloud computing. 
 

 Limitations of control in cloud computing 

 

The  application  of  security  controls  in  cloud  computing  is  not  the  same  as  in traditional 

computing as in cloud computing environments may have different restrictions. These restrictions 

affect the application of security controls which may also depend on the establishment of information 

systems and the inherited system and control of its type. 

 

 Restrictions related to access 

 

An important distinction that interfaces with access to information systems is the difference between 

access from external networks and internal computer. If the infrastructure that is used to access the 

information system is not under the control of the owner of the system, the security of transmissions 

through this infrastructure may not be so guaranteed. This kind of approach to type of access from 

external networks and information systems. 

The key issues of information security to cloud computing is support for encryption of data and if the 

infrastructures of enterprise organizations are under the control of the holder of the information or 

not. This leads to liaise with restrictions on access 

according to whether cloud service accessed by a network of external computer, and encryption of 

data is not supported, then this approach definitely limited by the low level of security and public 

system access where the reliability of data It is not guaranteed. [13] 

 

 Limitations of confidence in safety 

 

Although reliability and confidence in most of the literature used in the same sense, they are not the 

same in terms of the implementation of information security systems. The difference between the 

reliability of a system and confidence in a system defines reliability as a type of insurance that a 

person or organization needs to have a system because there is simply no alternative.[13] When storage 

of data outside the enterprise and cloud computing made possible as the technology for premises 

computer, this technology needed to prove its credibility as an alternative offered for choice by 
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individuals or organizations in data storage or hosting their system of information.In cloud computing 

environments that are outside the scope of the data holder, the degree of control to the organization 

that cloud service providers is usually very limited. Often, cloud service providers offer a public 

product of extensive user action which has an overall SLA and standards to all customers of which 

there is no room to negotiate additional security checks which should implement service provider.[15] 

Often, cloud service providers lack of transparency in their operations. This makes cloud  service  

providers to  not  have  sufficient credibility for  hosting security of information systems that have 

an impact medium or high security of data even for those who have low impact. On the other hand, 

users try to exploit every opportunity to push transparency security of cloud service providers. It is 

common for service providers trying to contract respectively agreement where the provisions dealing 

with transparency, especially those dealing with audit to overlook, as it cut the cost of expenses, but 

it does not contribute to reliability security offering for their services. [13] 

 

 Lack of adequate standards 

 

International organizations and institutions dealing with standardization and certification of 

information technology platforms, yet have failed to issue a specific standard that has to do with 

cloud computing. Right now, standardization and certification of services of this technology is based 

on several standards that apply to the overall assessment of quality and safety in information 

technology such as ISO 27001, SAS70, etc. (FISMA) 

 

 

3. Proposal 

 

 Definition of key points for reliability 

 

Data storage in cloud computing as it told earlier in this paper, comprises three main aspects related 

with the security in information technology, which are: confidentiality, integrity and availability. The 

combination of these three objectives and research about them in a single theme is heavy work for 

the period provided for this research. Also, restrictions on the number of words for the topics explored, 

prevent the expansion of the detailed research. Thus, this research is focused on one of the objectives 

of safety of enterprises data storage in cloud computing taking on three case studies from multiple 

bidders already in cloud services. 

According to the case, confidence in cloud services based on key points which are determined by the 

service level agreement (Service Level Agreement). In accordance with the Alliance for Security in 

the Cloud, we can define key points at which individuals and enterprises use cloud computing 

should base storage reliability of their data, which are: 

 

1)  Identification and Access Management, provides the only access to authorized users. 

2)  Data  Loss  Prevention,  ensures  that  the  data  can  not  be  deleted  without authorization. 

3)  Web Security, protects customers from downloading content that endanger IT 

system. 

4)  Email Security, protects clients from receiving and sending emails that threaten IT 

system. 

5)  Security Assessments, requires implementation of standards such as ISO, SAS etc. 
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6)  Intrusion Management, enables timely detection and prevention interventions that threaten the IT 

system. 

7)  Security Information and Event Management, enables customers to familiarize themselves with 

security flaws. 

8)  Encryption, provides data protection from eavesdropping and unauthorized access. 

9)  Business  Continuity  and  Disaster  Recovery,  this  option  allows  customers  or service way 

back after a problem. 

10) Computer  Network  Security,  provides  mechanisms  to  prevent  unauthorized physical access 

or remotely on IT resources. 

 

These key points of reliability can be provided or not by the provider of cloud computing services. 

Below will be presented how the cloud service providers offer and allow the application of these 

security issues. As the case study are taken three well-known companies in the field of cloud services 

that are Amazon, Google and Microsoft. 

 

 Comparing the performance of the key points of the reliability of Amazon, 

Google and Microsoft 

 

Research has result as it is shown in comparison table between the three case studies 

in the fulfillment of the ten key points of reliability for data storage in cloud computing.[16] [17] [18] 
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Table 1. Comparative table of the key points of reliability. With letter “X” are shown the fulfilled 

points of reliability by cloud service providers which are used as case studies. 

 
No. 

 

Key points of the reliability in 

security 

 

Case studies 

Amazon Google Microsoft 
 

1) Identification and Access 
Management 

 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 

2) 
 

Data Loss Prevention 
 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 

3) 
 

Web Security  
 

X  

 

4) 
 

Security for Email 
 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 

5) 
 

Security Assessment 
 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 

6) 
 

Intrusion Management    

 

7) 

 

Security Information and 

Event Management 

 

X 
  

X 

 

8) 
 

Encryption 
 

X  
 

X 

 

9) 

 

Business Continuity and 

Disaster Recovery 

 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 

10) 
 

Computer Network Security 
 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the results of research conducted shows that cloud service providers already offer 

diversity  in  terms  of  reliability for  data  storage  to  customers and enterprises that identify the 

quality of service they provide. This makes users when making the selection of service providers, 

consider the type of service you require to tune the security offered. Architectures described in the 

introduction of this work also affect the reliability of data storage and selection of models that users 

should be considered for storage of their data, which depends on the conditions offered by its service 

provider. 

Outcomes of reliability as key points clearly demonstrate the safety requirements which should 

address individuals and enterprises especially when dealing with the reliability of data storage in 

the cloud. Meeting these key security points by cloud services providers proves the quality of the 
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service provided in terms of reliability. Also, research found out that there is still no standardized 

certification for security assessment, meeting the requirements of which will facilitate the 

achievement of reliability in storing data in the cloud. ISO 27001 is the only standard for security 

evaluation that although no mention of cloud services and does not include sufficient aspects of 

reliability of cloud services, the case studies in this research shows that it is supported from Amazon 

and Microsoft, but not by Google. 

Evaluation of the qualitative characteristics of cloud computing as well as the fulfillment of the key 

points of reliability that were mentioned above, makes the selection of cloud service providers in terms 

of reliability in storing data to be straight and unmistakable. This facilitates customer ambiguities 

that may have for  cloud computing services offered through it or the selection of providers of these 

services. It is expected that by 2016, the organization which deals with the issuance of ISO publish a 

special certification standard for cloud computing services that will be recognized as ISO 27017. Until 

then, customers and enterprises remains that for the storage of their data in the cloud, reliability on 

service providers can be based on the information distributed from this research results, which is 

worked with great dedication and, which certainly can be completed and processed even more. 
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Abstract. We are living in a world in which the knowledge is a precious commodity. The fast pace of 

the development of the companies both for trade and service require management of the acquired 

knowledge in the best possible way. 

This paper would show the influence of the knowledge management in the information system – that 

is what is achieved when knowledge management itself is applied to the information system. The 

accumulated knowledge in terms of innovation, management of the staff and its training, 

competitiveness on the wide market and improvement of the level of the business processes and 

performance tend to change the companies themselves and here the focus will be put what would be 

achieved by implementing them in the information system.  

There are points of view that discuss knowledge management and information systems as separate units 

or correspondent units, here they would be discussed as units that are somehow complementary to one 

another. The significance of sharing things between the two complementary systems is very important 

because they provide better access to the required information and in that way the human knowledge 

is improved in a faster way. 

Also, it would be given a brief reflection of the level of implementation of the knowledge management 

in the information systems by the companies in the 21st century and a background would be given on 

the first attempts of joining the two systems.  

Nevertheless, positive sides such as: the level of management support, the influence in the 

organisational structure, planning, design, coordination, and evaluation, and the measure of the benefits 

and performance indicators, and the negative sides as well would be also discussed. 

 

Keywords: knowledge management, Information system, organisational structure, planning, design, 

coordination, evaluation, benefits, performance indicators. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The 21st Century brought fast pace of business development and as such made the companies as well 

as administration do a lot of changes in order to respond in proper and efficient manner. The knowledge 

as such has become a valuable commodity making this century significant by providing vast resources 

of it. The way of implementing and using the knowledge itself in order to achieve higher effectiveness 

in the operational or service processes marks the proper management of the knowledge. The connection 

of the knowledge management and the information system is very important since the acquired 
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knowledge itself is not easy to sort out properly so this is where the information systems would provide 

assistance to help better and faster access to the end users.  

 

Knowledge management factors 

 

According to Kimiz Dalkir [4] Knowledge Management itself has interwoven vast number of fields 

such as organisational, cognitive, technical writing, education and training and etc. The fields of 

innovation and management of the staff in such a way to provide competitiveness on the market and 

when providing services also have to be taken into consideration. 

Several factors have to be taken seriously when applying Knowledge Management as according to 

Alan Frost [5 ] if they are not implemented properly failure may occur: 

Causal Failure Factors: 

1. Lack of performance indicators and measurable benefits 

2. Inadequate management support 

3. Improper planning, design, coordination, and evaluation 

4. Inadequate skill of knowledge managers and workers 

5. Problems with organisational culture 

6. Improper organisational structure 

 

Each of these factors are crucial and interdependent of each other – which means if there is a lack of 

performance measurement the managers would be unable to provide proper managerial support which 

will have its effect on the planning, the staff and will inflict problems within the organization itself and 

its structure. 

 

The end results may be described as specific problems such as: 

 

Resultant Failure Factors: 

1. Lack of widespread contribution 

2. Lack of relevance, quality, and usability 

3. Overemphasis on formal learning, systematisation, and determinant needs 

4. Improper implementation of technology 

5. Improper budgeting and excessive costs 

6. Lack of responsibility and ownership 

7. Loss of knowledge from staff defection and retirement 

 

This is where the connection of knowledge management and information systems should be applied 

especially with the knowledge systems, documents and information and their proper distribution and 

allocation in order to be readily accessible to the end users. 

 

 

  

                                                                 
4 Kimiz Dalkir, Knowledge Management in Theory and Practice, Second Edition, McGill University’s 

Graduate School of Information and Library Studies, March 2011 1-30 
5 Alan Frost M. Sc, A Synthesis of Knowledge Management Failure Factors, January 25, 2014 1-21 
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Information systems 

 
Based on themselves the information systems are electronic devices supported by appropriate software 

and as per Wil M.P. van der Aalst and Christian Stahl [6 ] it is “a software system to capture, transmit, 

store, retrieve, manipulate, or display information, thereby supporting people, organizations, or other 

software systems”. Being as such it may provide strong support to the knowledge management since 

the acquired and accumulated knowledge originating from various sources business, technical and 

administrative as well could not be easily organized. 

There are three types of information systems types of information systems such as: personal 

information systems, Enterprise (or organizational) information systems and public information 

systems. Each of them is applied and serves for its basic usage as per designated group it belongs. 

Their capability with the software applied as per specific type of information system makes them a 

precious asset to the fast transfer and access to the required information.  

 

Knowledge management and Information Systems 

 

The fast pace of development and the need of better access to knowledge information has made the 

implementation of computerized systems a necessity within the knowledge management. Although 

these two segments are discussed as separate items – they should not be separated. What is more they 

need to be viewed as a whole where Information Systems provide a support to the Management of the 

knowledge. 

This suggests probably a creation of one more type of Information systems which will support the 

knowledge management and let’s say to name it Knowledge Management Information System. It may 

be derived from the existing Enterprise (or organizational) information systems since they combine 

various subsystems. However, this system should be focused on the acquired and accumulated 

knowledge from the various areas business, trades, economy and administration as well. 

 
The implementation of appropriate and specific software will enable the Information System to:  

- Sort 

- Index 

- Classify and  

- Order 

The information it gains from the knowledge and later it may file them under specific area it denotes 

within the documents themselves. 

The knowledge management information system may be presented as in figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
6 Wil M.P. van der Aalst and Christian Stahl, Modeling Business Processes May 2011, 1-40 
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Figure 1 Knowledge management Information system 

 

The acquired and accumulated knowledge flows into one segment that stores everything for which has 

made an input into the information system. The next stage is where the computer technology supported 

by an appropriate software comes into the scene and works on the Sorting, Indexing, Classifying and 

Ordering of the information.  

The two way arrows show that this process is ongoing. That it doesn’t stop since there is always 

something new to be added since every single day may create additional information or experience 

which should be shared and in that way the knowledge itself gets richer. Regardless of the nature of 

the experience whether positive or negative it gets acknowledged and if positive applied as needed or 

if negative avoided in case it has been seen in a certain situation. 

The end users are those who give the final assessment of the effectiveness of the system. The two way 

arrows show that their input is also very important. Their views may also improve the knowledge 

database. 

 

Acquired and accumulated Knowledge 

Economy 

Businesses: small and large 

Trades 

Public administration 

Knowledge management Information system: 

- Sort 

- Index 

- Classify and  

- Order 

End users: managers, technical staff, 

employees 
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Conclusion 

 

The vast field of knowledge management becomes harder to be manipulated with on one hand on the 

other hand the fast pace of the processes in the 21st century require faster access to the vital information 

in order to improve the organizations’ output and performance. The managers are forced to be effective 

in their planning and management of an organization in order to achieve higher effectiveness.   

However, the process of implementation of knowledge management may face itself with various 

Casual and Resultant failure factors. These have to be avoided in order to achieve to goals that are set.  

This is where proper knowledge management comes into its importance. What is more the volume of 

information being enormous itself is very hard for an individual to review and to choose in timely 

manner which is the best option for the subject matter. Having said this, Information systems are those 

which would made that happen.  

It should also be noted that the input of information is a demanding process which requires precise 

manner of input of all the acquired information. The precisely entered information will enable proper 

Sorting, Indexing, Classifying and Ordering of the information which on the other hand will support 

faster access to the vital and proper segments of needed information. 

Knowledge Management Information System are something which should be looked forward to in this 

century of high technology and fast pace of life and work. 
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Abstract. The inverse semigroups are semigroups studied by many algebraists. In this paper we will 

formulate and prove some other propositions on these semigroups. So we will prove two propositions 

concerning the closure of a subsemigroup of a given inverse semigroup S, within the meaning 

introduced by Schein in 1962, two propositions on the group congruence on a normal subsemigroup of 

the inverse semigroup S, and a proposition about closed subsemigroup assertion of an inverse 

semigroup S. 
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Some definitons 

Definition 1. [1] A subsemigroup of the given semigroup  S  is called  full subsemigroup if 

it contains all the idempotents of this semigroup  S. 
In 1952, Vegner [5] introduced a natural partial order on an inverse semigroup S as follows: 

  ( ),  a b e E S a eb      

If H is an arbitrary subset of an inverse semigroup S, then, Schein in [3] and Clifford and Preston in 

[4], give this: 

Definition 2. The closure of  H  is the set H  defined as below: 

{ ,  }H x S h H h x       

From this definition we see, immediately, that if  H  and  K  are subsets of  S than: 

H H ;  H K H K      and  ( )H H    

Definition 3. [1], [2] The subset  H  of the inverse semigroup S is called closed if we have

H H   

Definition 4. [2] The subsemigroup N of the inverse semigroup S will be called normal  if 

it is full, closed and ,   '  x S x N x N     where  x’ is an inverse 

element of  x . 

Definition 5. [2], [6], [7], [8] A congruence  on an inverse semigroup S will be called a 

group congruence if the factor semigroup /S   is a group. 

Now, we must prove this propositions: 
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Proposition 1. If  S  is an inverse semigroup and  E  is the set of its idempotents then E  

is an normal  inverse subsemigroup of  S . 

Proof. First we see that: 

1 1 1

1 2

( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ' ')

( ') ( ' ') ( ' ') ( ' )

x E e E e x e E e e x e xx ex

e e ex e ex e x x E





           

      
 

where  
1 2, , 'e e e E , 

2 1 2',  'e xx e e e   and  'x  is an inverse element of  x . So, we 

have shown that ( ) ( ' )x E x E    , i.e E  is inversive subsemigroup of  S.                                                                             

Second, E  is also full inverse subsemigroup of  S, because E E , that means E  

contains all idempotents of  S.                                                                                                                                                                                    

Third, E  is closed subsemigroup of  S, because ( )E E   .                                                                         

Finally, we must shown that  ,   '  x S x E x E    . Indeed we have: 

( '  ) ( ,  ' )y x E x z E y x zx            and 

( ) ( ,  ) ( ,  ) [( ') ( ')( )]

[( ') ( ') ] [( ') ( )( ' )] [( ') ( )( ' )]

[ ( ') ( ) ] [ ( ) ] [ ' ( ' ) ]    (1)

z E e E e z f E e fz xx e xx fz

xx e f xx z xx e fx x z xx ex fx x zx

e xx x fx y ex fx y x ex x fx y

          

     

     

 

moreover, the elements ' ' ,  ' 'x ex e x fx f   are idempotents                                                                                   

(Indeed:   
2( ' ) ' 'x ex x exx ex   ' ' 'x xx eex x ex  )                                                                                                                                   

Now, from the last equlity (2) we have  ' 'e f y   and 

( ', ' ) ( ' ) ( )e f E e y y E     .                                     So, we have proved that 

E  is normal inversive subsemigroup of the semigroup  S.   

Proposition 2. If  N  is an inverse normal subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup of  S,  

then we have:    ,  ( ) ( )x S Nx xN      

Proof. Let be ( )y Nx   then we see that: 

[ ( ) ] ( ,  ) ( , ) ( ' ' )y Nx nx Nx nx y e E nx ey x nx x ey          

       (1)  

where 'x  is an inverse element of x . But  N  is normal, that means 'x Nx N , so 1'x nx n  

and  
1n N . From the last equality of  (1) we will have: 

1 1 1( ' ) ( ( ') ) ( ' )n x ey xn xx ey n e y      

where  ' ( ')e xx e E   as a product of two idempotents of  E. Now we can write: 

1 1( ' ) ( ) [ ( ) ]xn e y xn y y xN       
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Finally, we have prove that ,  ( ) ( )x S Nx xN    . It’s the same to prove also  

,  ( ) ( )x S Nx xN    ,  so  ,  ( ) ( )x S Nx xN       

 

Proposition 3. If N is an inverse normal subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup of  S,  

then 
2{( , )   ' }N x y S xy N      is a group congruence on S, and 

the 
N - class N  is the identity of the factor group / NS  . 

Proof. First, we must show that the relation 
N  is an equivalence relation on  S. 

a)  ,x S   'xx  is an idempotent, so 'xx E , where E  is the set of idempotents of  S. Since N  

is normal, then it will be full. Thus E N  that means 'xx N  or we have 
Nx x . We  have 

shown that 
N  is reflective relation. 

b)  
2( , ) ,x y S   we see: 

( ) ( ' ) [( ') ' ] ( ' ) ( )N Nx y xy N xy N yx N y x         

i.e.  
N  is symetric relation. 

c)  
2( , ) ,x y S   we have also: 

( ) ( ' ' ) [( ')( ') ] [( ' ')( ') ]

[ ( ' )( ' ) ') ] [ ( ' )( ' ) ') ] [( ')( ')( ') ]

[( ')( ') '( ') ] [( ')( ') ]

N Nx y y z xy N yz N xy yz N xx xy yz N

x x x y y z N x y y x x z N xy yx xz N

xy xy xz N aa xz N

          

     

  

 

where  'a xy  and 'aa e  is an idempotent in  S, such that   ( ')e xz N . Now, if 

( ')e xz n ,  than  'n xz  that means 'xz N  or ' Nxz N x z   or N  is a 

transitive relation,  (N  is normal i.e. N  is closed, so N N  ). Thus we have prove that 
N  is an 

equivalence relation. 

Second, we must show that 
N  is a congruence. Let we have Nx y  and let show now that 

,  ( ) ( )Nc S xc yc    or   ( )( ) 'xc yc N . Indeed,  

( )( ) ' ( )( ' ') ( )( ' ') ( ' )( ') ' ( ' )( ') ' ( ')( ' ) '

( )( ' ')( ') ( )( ) '( ') ( ')( ') ( ')

xc yc xc c y xc c y xx x cc y x x x cc y x cc x x y

xc c x xy xc cx xy aa xy e xy

     

  
 

where  a xc ,  and  'e aa  is an idempotent of  S. It follows that e N , because  N  is full, 

that means E N . Now we can write: 

( ' ) [ ( ') ] [( )( ) ' ] ( ) ( )Ne N xy N e xy N xc yc N xc yc         
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so  
N   is a right congruence. We can see also that 'Nx y xy N    and we will need to show

( ) ( )Ncx cy . Indeed,  

( )( ) ' ( )( ' ') ( ') ' ( ') '( ') ' '( ') 'cx cy cx y c c xy c c xy c a xy a a Na N       

because  N  is normal. Thus, ( )( ) 'cx cy N ,  that means  ( ) ( )Ncx cy  and so we conclude that 

N   is also left congruence, i.e. congruence on  S. 

Third, we must to show that  N  is a 
N - class: 

a) 
2( , ) ,  ( ' ) (xy' N) Nx y N x N y N x y          so, all the elements 

of  N  belongs in the same 
N - class. 

b) ,  ,  'Nn N x S n x nx N      . If  
1'nx n  we have 

1 2 1( ') [ ' ( ' ) ' ]n nx n n n n n x ex    
  

where 

2 1'   and  'n n n N n n e E N     , so we will have:
 

2 2( ') ( ') ( ' ) ( ' ) ( )n ex n x x N x N x N         . Now, from 

a) and b), we can conclude that  N  is a 
N - class. 

Since  E N ,  i.e. all the idempotents belong in the same 
N - class, N,  it follows that 

N  is a 

group congruence and is clear that  N  is the unite element of the group / NS  . Indeed, fo any class 

/ Nx S   we have we have  xN x e xe x   
  

because we have  
Nxe x

 
 and  

'xex E . Indeed, 
2( ') ( ' ) ' ( ' ) ' 'xex xe x x ex x x x eex xex   ,  so 'xex E N   that 

means 'Nxe x
 
or xe x . It is the same to show Nx x .   

 

Proposition 4.  If   is a group congruence on S, than exists an inverse normal 

subsemigroup N  of  S  such that 
N  . 

Proof. Since   is a group congruence on S, it follows that /S   is a group. Let be  N  the 

 - class that is the identity element of the group  /S  . Now we will prove that 
N  . 

First, N  is a subsemigroup of  S  because: 
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x N y N x N y N x y N N xy N xy N              

Second,  N  is the identity element of the group / NS   that means all the idempotents of  S  

belongs to N, i.e.  N  is full, so ,  'x N xx e E N     . On the other hand, we have:   

 ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' )xx e N xx e N x x N N x N x N x N               
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Where  x N ,  because x N . Thus N  is inversive subsemigroup of  S. 

Third,  N  is closed subsemigroup os  S. Indeed, 

( ) ( ,  ) ( ,  )

( )

x N n N n x e E N n ex

N n ex e x Nx x

         

      
 

So, x N  that means x N  and N N   (the other inclusion N N   is evident 

from the definition of closure of  N ), i.e. N  is closed. 

Fourth, we need to show that  ,  'x S x Nx N   . Indeed, 

( ' ) ( ' ,  ) ( ' )

( ' ' ) ( ' ) ( ' )

y x Nx y x nx n N y x nx

y x n x x N x y x x y x x e N

      

            
 

So, y N  that means  y N , i.e.  N  is normal and identity element for both grupet 

/S   and / NS   

Fifth, it remains to be shown that  N  ,  where  
2{( , )   ' }N x y S xy N    ,  since 

  is congruence, we have: 

( ) [( ') ( ')] [( ') ] [( ') ] ( ' ) ( )Nx y xy yy xy e xy e N xy N x y
             

Thus, we have prove that  N     (2),  vice versa we have: 

1 1

( ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ' )

[( ' ) ( ' )] [( ') ( ')] [( ' ) ( ' )]

[( ) ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

N N N
N

Nx y xy N xy N xy yy e N

xy N yy N xy yy xy y yy y

xe y xe y x N y x y x y

   

     



 

 

        

     

      

 

So, it follows that we have also  N     (3)                                                                                                         

Now, from (2) and (3) we can conclude that   N    

 

Proposition 5.  If U  is a closed inverse subsemigroup of  T  where T is a closed inverse 

subsemigroup of the semigroup  S, then U is a closed inverse 

subsemigroup of  S 

Proof.  Let be TU  the closure of  U  with respect to  T, SU  the closure of  U with 

respect to S  and ST  the closure of  T  with respect to S. So, we have:   TU U     and    
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ST T                                                                              Now, we must show that  SU U                                                                                                                                          

First, we see that  T SU U  ,  because,  

( ) [ ,  ( ) ( )] [ ,  ( ) ( )] ( )T Sx U u U u x x T u U u x x S u U                 

Second, we see: ( ) ( )S Sx U x T     because: 

( ) ( ),   . .  S SU T U T T i e x T     
 
further  S SU T  ,  and now we can 

write 

( ) ( ) [ ,  ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )S S Tx U x T u U u x x T x U U x U                 

Finally, we have proved that  SU U  ,  so, U  is a closed inverse subsemigroup of S.   
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